A History of Removal
Throughout the 1700s and 1800s, Indian policy was designed to strip Tribal land from Native Americans and reduce their holdings to small reservations. Removal, allotment, reorganization were terms used and legally justified by the government to uproot the aboriginal people of this nation for the purpose of gaining land. Those who resisted were offered only two options, be forcibly removed or become the victims of genocide.

Assimilation - Boarding Schools, Termination
By the 20th century a new term, “assimilation” was being used. Assimilating into mainstream American society was supposed to create a better way of life for Native people and “civilize” them. This stated purpose tied neatly into the ultimate goal of acquiring more land and destroying the identity, culture, and the cohesiveness of Tribal society. Termination policies closing tribal rolls and liquidating tribal assets began in 1943 and rapidly accelerated over the next decade. Boarding schools were set up to take American Indian children away from the reservation at an early age and replace Tribal languages and culture with English and Christianity. The boarding school philosophy was “Kill the Indian, Save the Man”, epitomizing the thinking behind the method of assimilation.

The Urban Indian Relocation Program
In the 1950s came another attempt to assimilate Indians into white American society - the Urban Indian Relocation program. The scope and magnitude of this experiment is still affecting people's lives today.

The reservation economies during World War II deteriorated as the federal government slashed the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) budget to meet wartime needs. Jobs were scarce and the average annual income for an American Indian male living on the reservation in 1949 was $623, five times less than that of all males. Instead of putting resources into Indian Country's economic growth and sustainability, the BIA initiated the Urban Indian Relocation Program. Ten cities were chosen for relocation sites, and Indians were enticed and coerced to move off the reservation to these urbanized areas where there were supposed to be plentiful jobs and a better quality of life.

Relocation - Reasons for Leaving
Between 1952 and 1960, an estimated 160,000 American Indians were relocated off of the reservation to live in urban cities. The policies of the federal government and the continuing failure to promote the development of Indian lands caused a great number to leave the reservation and seek the opportunities that were said to be in these cities. Members of terminated Tribes during that era also looked for new opportunity in cities. Many relocatees were part of the more than 30% of able-bodied males who joined the military during WWII.

Whatever the reason for leaving the reservation, it did not mean that they were willing to stop being Indian. Often, individuals would seek opportunities in urban areas with the intention of soon returning home and hopes of making their reservations better places to live. Those who succeeded and returned to their native land found despair at tackling the problems that existed on the reservation.

“Good Jobs”
“Happy Homes”
“Training”
Success Hard to Achieve
The early years of the Relocation era did not provide the support necessary for success. The BIA acted as an employment program, offering no financial support for individuals and families who were basically starting their lives over. Employment was often seasonal, leaving long periods of unemployment. Quality of life was very poor as the jobs were often very low-paying, entry-level positions rather than orientation and training for positions that could lead to upward mobility. Not until 1958 did the Bureau of Indian Affairs begin offering vocational programs for relocatees, although the opportunities from these programs also left the Urban Indian at the bottom of the social ladder.

Vocational Programs Offered for Relocatees in Los Angeles, CA
- Aircraft Machine Mechanic
- Automobile Engine Mechanic
- Barbering
- Comptometry

Original relocation sites
San Francisco
Oakland
Los Angeles
Denver
Salt Lake City
Chicago
Dallas
St. Louis
Cleveland
Cincinnati

Landscape Horticulture
Nursery Horticulture
Radio Repair and Allied Electronics
Secretarial
Many Hardships
In addition to the lack of quality employment opportunities, Indians living in Urban centers faced many other hardships. They were often placed in overcrowded housing units with unsanitary living conditions in neighborhoods with high rates of crime and poverty. Landlords would take advantage of the tenants’ unfamiliarity with city life and overcharge for substandard living. Indians encountered racial and social prejudice, harassment, and even violence. Combine these injustices with a lack of job opportunities and being in a completely foreign land without anyone to turn to for help. A dismal picture is painted of life for many of these American Indians. The Los Angeles Examiner described the plight of one Urban Indian in a 1971 article.

Top 3 Major Problems of Relocation
American Indians affected by relocation were given an opportunity to address some of the issues when the National Council on Indian Opportunity held hearings in five major cities in 1968 and 1969. The hearings described some of the major problems with the relocation process, falling into three main categories.

1. Lack of orientation in relocating from reservations to cities
2. Low quality of opportunities for work
3. Confusion of where to turn for necessary services, as the difficulties like language and cultural barriers were ignored.

Health concerns were also a factor and a significant barrier to relocatees’ success in cities. A 1974 case study showed that more than 50% of the unemployed urban American Indians felt that health problems strongly limited the type of work that they could do.

Cultural Shock
It is important to note that the urbanization of American Indian people was not a single, unitary experience, and many fared better than Joe in Los Angeles. But one difficult aspect of relocation similar for everyone was the shocking difference between life on the reservation and urban living. The bustling industry and complexities of urban living were overwhelming to many relocatees.

Forced to Assimilate
In addition, there was constant pressure to assimilate into white mainstream society. The BIA had adopted a quota system in recruitment and the central office sought to recruit a certain number of applicants from each area, and that those relocatees stayed in the cities and did not return to the reservation. One officer in the Community Adjustment Section at the Denver BIA Relocation office wrote:

Urban Indian Centers - A Source of Help and Hope
However, American Indian people demonstrated that they were not content to be absorbed into mainstream society and would not let go of their Tribal and cultural roots. They maintained their cultural identity in the nation’s largest metropolitan cities and formed groups of other relocatees. They spontaneously formed community centers and sought to help newcomers manage their new lives. They worked to identify the severe problems with health, employment, education, housing, etc. of their communities, problems that the federal government had largely created and then simply forgotten. Today, 33 Urban Indian Health Programs exist with numerous other Indian non-profit organizations in cities across the country to aid and prevent the health and social issues of American Indians living in cities, and to provide a hub that continues the traditions and values of Indian people.